CENTER OPEN TRAVERSE ROD - CONVERSIONS
THE FACTORY STANDARD SET-UP IS – CENTER OPEN – CORD RIGHT

CONVERT FROM CORD RIGHT TO CORD LEFT
Hook and pull the entire cord loop out through the bottom left hand cord pulley opening, until tight.
(The right hand cord loop will be pulled completely into the rod.)

CONVERT FROM CENTER OPEN TO ONE WAY DRAW
NOTE: As desired, the curtain stack may be on opposite end from the cord draw.
   First, complete the conversion of the rod for desired cord left or cord right operation as listed (above).

1. Pull the rod apart so that there is about 4” of gap between the inner and outer rod halves.
2. Remove the under-lap master carrier.
3. Move the overlap master carrier to the middle space between the rod halves.
4. Move all needed sliders to the side of the rod where the curtain stack will be when the curtain is open.
5. Place the cord knot into the master carrier as shown in illustration.

6. Slide the master carrier into the side of the rod where the curtain stack will be when the curtain is open.
7. Slide the rod halves together.
8. Pull the cord tight with the master carrier and carriers pushed into the stack position.
9. Master carrier arm will point away from curtain stack.
   If you need to turn the master carrier arm around:
   • Loosen the master carrier arm screw, reverse master carrier arm, re-tighten arm screw.
   • Remove and remount the master carrier’s exposed ring on the curtain stack side of the master carrier.

MOUNTING THE ROD INTO THE MOUNTING BRACKETS
1. Attach the tension device on the wall as desired.
2. Place the rod into the mounting brackets, tighten any bracket screws.
3. While holding the master carrier in position, pull the knot out of the master carrier until the cord is snug. Insure that the cord is still looped through the tension device.
4. Re-tie the knot so that the cord is tight at the master carrier.
5. Loop the knot under the lower hook of the master carrier.

YOUR ROD INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE
You are now read to hang the curtain onto the rod. Start the install at the master carrier and finish at the stack side.